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United States

Phone: 954-768-8000

Are you a gay man in a not-so-happy relationship or having a hard time finding the

right man? Are you a high achieving adult who knows that what you've been doing

is not going to get you the intimacy you crave? Are you looking for a therapist who

will do more than nod and ask questions? I understand your need for a therapist

that is exclusively focused on an effective counseling experience for gay male

couples and singles struggling with intimacy and relationship issues. I can help you

get where you want to be. For detailed information please visit:

MarriageCounselingForMen.orgDR. ARLEN KEITH LEIGHT created Marriage

Counseling For Men as a safe space for gay men and couples to explore matters

related to loving relationships and intimacy. He offers secure, online video

counseling if you reside in California (LCSW79108), Florida, Massachusetts or

Washington, DC. He works with his clients to develop a trusting, safe,

nonjudgmental and comfortable environment to explore issues and challenges from

relationships to intimacy to mood problems to grief to self-esteem to feeling stuck

in life. Dr Leight uses a here-and-now, solution focused approach designed to
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stable tomorrow. Therapy with Dr Leight is all about moving beyond your blocks,

barriers and pain to a place of growth and empowerment improving the quality of

life, life's experiences and life's relationships.Having a doctorate in human

connection and intimacy, Dr Leight helps you to feel totally comfortable sharing the

most private details of your life and helps you to break barriers to loving intimate

relationships. You know you are cared about and cared for when you sit with Dr

Leight.Dr Leight is highly skilled and experienced in working with GLTB clients and

gay relationships. He offers individual, couples and group work. Details can be

viewed on his website.Dr Leight received his BA in Psychology from The Johns

Hopkins University, his MSW from The Catholic University of America and his PhD

from Maimonides University.  Dr Leight is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker, certified

sex therapist and hypnotherapist.

Specialization(s): Gay Male Relationship Counseling
Rates: $150/session
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